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tABSTRACT
SPASM is a system for computer processing of algebraic expressions.
This report assumes familiarity with the FORTRAN language only. Starting
from that point, it attempte to explain the function of SPASM by analogy with
FORTRAN and to justify the system as an extension of FORTRAN. The text
provides only that information necessary to use SPASM as given. Other
documents explain how SPASM works and provide maintenance documenta-
tion.
RESUME
Le SPASM est un systeme pour traitement par ordinateur des expres-
sions algebriques. Ce rapport suppose que le lecteur est familier avec le
langage FORTRAN seulement. Sur cette base, it essaye d'expliquer le role
du SPASM par analogie avec le FORTRAN et de justifier le systeme en tant
qu' extension du FORTRAN. Le texte fournit seulement 11information
necessaire pour employer le SPASM tel quel. D'autres documents expliquent
comment fonctionne le SPASM et fournissent la documentation permettant
d'assurer une bonne marche.
HOHCIIEHT
CrIA3M I a RBnReTCR CKCTeMom' AnR o6pa6OTKX anre6paxgecKxx
BbIpazeHXx c noijombIO 3JIeKTPOHHOli BbIMXCnXTenbHOX MaIIXHM. 3TOT
cnpaB0 gHzK npeAnonaraeT xopOMYM OCBeAOMneHHOCTb TORLKO C
R3mKOM TOPTPAH. MCXOAR X3 3 TOX" TO gKX I OH nblTaeTCR 061HCHXTL
CDYHKUHM CrIAW Y nyTem axajiorxx c (DOPTPAH' oM u noATBepAXTb LITO
3Ta CHCTeMa RBnaeTCH pa3BHTHeM TOPTPAH'a. B TeKCTe npXBOARTCR
TOnbKO Te CBeAeHXFi KOTopme Heo6X0A1/MbI gRH nonb3OBaHza CIIAW' ors.
llpouaH =epaTypa 06IRCHReT pa60Ty CrIAW' bI x npeAOCTaBnReT
Heo6xogzmwe pyKOBOACTBa Anse yxoAa.
V
rSMITHSONIAN PACKAGE FOR ALGEBRA AND SYMBOLIC MATHEMATICS
Norton M. Hall and Jerome R. Cherniack
1. INTRODUC TION
1. 1 Higher Level Computer Language
SPASM is one of several efforts in the field ^f using computers to process
other than strictly numerical information. This field is referred to loosely as
"'symbol manipulation" when it is intended to encompass a broader field than
mathematics, and "algebraic manipulation" when it is restricted to familiar
forms of mathematical expressions. SPASM is an example of the latter; other
well-known efforts in the same area are the IBM system FORMAC, and the
Bell Labs system ALPAK.
SPASM is designed as a set of FORTRAN subroutines and functions and
for that reason assumes familiarity with FORTRAN. FORTRAN may also
serve as the most familiar example of a higher level programming language.
FORTRAN may be considered from different points of view: e. g., as a com-
piler and as an artificial language. The primary concern of a compiler is to
eliminate repetitious and trivial coding problems for the programmer. How-
ever, to accomplish this end a language must be designed, and into that de-
sign other concerns enter. Problem solving is also optimized by making the
computer language correspond as closely as possible to the natural language
of the user. For the area under consideration, this is conventional mathe-
matical notation.
I
This work was supported in part by grant NGR 09-015-002 from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Parts of FORTRAN, notably the input-output statements, deal with pro-
blems peculiar to computers and unrelated to mathematics. The heart of
FORTRAN, as an example of communication between a mathematician and a
computer, is the arithmetic replacement statement. The arithmetic replace-
ment statement is designed to look like an equation with an algebraic expres-
sion on the right side but only a single variable on the left side. The function
of the statement is to evaluate the expression on the right and to set the vari-
able on the left equal to the - ►clue. From one point of view, FORTRAN may
be taken as an example of an algebraic manipulator. It is possible to repre-
sent an algebraic expression that the computer will do something useful with,
namely, evaluate it for any values of the variables. However, only the
FORTRAN compiler deals with expressions. The compiled program itself
typically processes only numbers. If we make the conventional distinction
between program and data, the FORTRAN deck is data in the form of alge-
braic expressions to the compiler. In the user's program, however, the
FORTRAN deck represents the program, and without a great deal of work,
the only data that program will accept are numbers. FORTRAN has proved
immensely valuable to mathematicians, but it may be called primitive in the
context of algebraic manipulation because the only operation it can perform
is evalua*ion. Although user-written programs have dealt with problems
from all branches of mathematics, they are obliged to find numerical solu-
tions. The only techniques available to the FORTRAN programmer are those
of simple arithmetic.
The following sample programs illustrate these ideas. In the sample
SPASM programs, the actual calling sequences are glossed over until they
can be defined in an orderly manner.
The first program illustrates hove r the FORTRAN compiler cou]d be used
as an algebraic manipulator whose only function is to evaluate expressions.
Assume that the values assigned to the variables are always the same and
that what we wish to change from job to job is the expression to be evaluated:
	 +
sy 'ti
2
06
X = 3.
Y 2.
C INSERT Z AS A FUNCTION OF X AND Y.
Z = X**2 + Y**2
PRINT 1, Z
1 " ORMAT (*OZ'-- *, E20.13)
STOP
END
(end-of-file card)
In this program, the data (namely, the expression to be evaluated) are
punched into a card and inserted into the deck after the comment card.
A SPASM program to do the same thing might look like this;
L = LREAD .(... )
set up tables for EVAL
Z EVAL (L, ... )
PRINT 1, Z
1 FORMAT (*OZ =	 E20.13)
STOP
END
(end-of-record card)
Z=x**2+Y**2$
(end-of-file card)
In both programs, the data to be processed are an expression that can
have different values from run to run. The FORTRAN program is designed
in a peculiar way, because it is the compiler, and not the user's program,
that has the capability to operate on algebraic expressions.
3
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The following example illustrates the conventional use of FORTRAN.
Here, the program (that is, the expressions to be evaluated) is held constant,
and the values of the variables are changed from run to run.
READ 1, X
READ 1, Y
1	 FORMAT (F1 Q. O)
Z X**2 + Y**2
PRINT 2, Z
2	 FORMAT (*OZ = , E20.13)
STOP
END
(end-of-record card)
3.
2.
(end-of-file card)
A SPASM program to do, not the same thing, but something analogous
might be as follows:
L = LREAD (... )
L2 = LREAD (... )
L3 = LSUM (L, L2)
CALL LPRINT (L3, ... )
STOP
END
(end-of-record card)
X=2A +3B$
Y=3A+4B$
(end-of-file card)	
k
The output of the program might look like 	 .y
Z= aA+ZB .
4
it
These examples illustrate that at the level of the user's program.,
FORTRAN programs deal with numerical data, whereas SPASM programs
deal with data in the form of algebraic expressions. SPASM performs on its
kind of data operations analogous to those FORTRAN performs on numbers,
t	 in the last case adding two items and printing the sum.
FORTRAN may be called sophisticated in the sense that much effort has
been brought to bear to make it do what it does elegantly and economically.
i	 SPASM also evaluates expressions but does it very uneconomically indeed,
compared with FORTRAN. SPASM may be said to be less primitive than
FORTRAN only n the sense that it extends the y range of operations availabley	 g	 p
to the programmer. A good example is that the programmer can differen-
t
bate an expression and then evaluate the derivative. A numerical solution
would involve an approximation by difference methods requiring considerable
work as well as worry about error.
SPASM, in turn, is primitive compared to what might be done in the way
of algebraic manipulation. Briefly, SPASM allows the programmer to pro-
duce the sum, difference, product, and quotient of twr, expressions; to differ-
entiate an expression; to substitute an expressi.or in ai-kother; to evaluate ex-
pressions; and to transform expressions in various ways with respect to
bracketing. There are also special provisions for rational polynomials and
Poisson (trigometric) series. SPASM expressions are broader than FORTRAN
expressions in that they include symbolic derivatives of the form dy/dx, but
less broad in that exponents are restricted to positive and negative integers.
1.2 SPASM's Overall Design
From the user's point of view, SPASM is a set of FORTRAN subroutines
and functions. In general, various housekeeping tasks are performed by sub-
routine calls, and the real work of the system is done by function calls.
Most of these functions have mnemonic names preceded by the letter L, to
force them all to "type" integer. They take expressions and variables as
their arguments and return a new expression as their value. This convention
JL
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was adopted for two reasons.	 First, it allows several operations to be nested
in a single statement.	 Second, it emphasizes to the programmer that the ar-
g	 operationuments of an 	 are left unchanged and that a new expression is
created.	 Some SPASM functions do not return expressions as output, e. g.
EVAL, which returns a floating-point number.
SPASM is based on SLIP, a list-processing system. 	 List processing is
a technique in which the elements of a set are ordered by a system of pointers
rather than by physical location. 	 The advantage of this technique, which is
the reason for its adoption here, is that the allocation of storage is fully
dynamic.	 Any word of storage can be attached to any set of elements, and
the storage used by sets of elements can be returned to the pool of available
words.	 In SPASM, an expression is stored as a list, and the user is provid-
ed with a handle called its name. The name of an expression is a FORTRAN
variable containing a pointer to the origin of the list containing the expression.
When the user no longer needs an expression and wishes to return it to the
pool of free words, he codes
KLLERASE (L) 
where L is the name of the expression to be erased. 	 In general, it is neces-
sary to plan the erasure of intermediate results with care, to avoid running
out of storage.
The variables that appear in SPASM expressions are referred to as
x	 t^
atomic variables.
	
The internal representation of an atomic variable is essen-
tially that of a Hollerith constant p.t into a standard format, with some house-
keeping information.
	
The user obtains the proper format by calling the func-
tio:n ATOM with the Hollerith representation of the variable.	 For example,
XYAR	 ATOM (1HX)
stores in XVAR the SPASM representation of the variable X. Whenever a
SPASM function requires a variable as an argument, this standard form
0
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must be provided. For example, LDERIV, which produces the derivative o-'
an expression, takes as arguments the name of the expression to be differen-
tiated and the variable of differentiation,
L2 = LDERIV (L, ATOM (lHX))
will cause the expression whose name is in L to be differentiated with respect
to X, and the name of the new expression to be stored in LZ.
SPASM expressions are analogous to the data of a conventional FORTRAN
program. They originate on data cards separate from the program, from
which they are read by the function LREAD. Facilities are provided to write
them on tape and read them back and to print them on the output file. There
is also a facility to punch them into FORTRAN cards so that they can be com-
piled as arithmetic replacement statements. An analog of constants in a
FORTRAN program is provided by the function LDEC ODE. SPASMexpres-
sions on data cards look like FORTRAN arithmetic replacement statements.
However, the left-hand side is nonessential. The right-hand side is what
-SPASM works on. The principal qualifications of this rule-of-thumb are that
SPASM expressions must be terminated by $, may not contain subscripted
variables, and may contain only integer exponents. The appendix contains a
more systematic statement of the syntax.
Before any SPASM routine is used, it is necessary to CALL INIT. This
subroutine initializes BLIP and various bookkeeping arrangements. Practi-
cally every SPASM program must then CALL RDEF. This subroutine reads
control cards containing definitions. If functions appear in the SPASM ex-
pressions, they must be defined on these cards, and if they are to be differen-
tiated, the derivatives of the functions with respect to their arguments must
be supplied. SPASM does not assume the existence of of  function, not even
SIN and COS. In additi-on, variables may be defined as depending implicitly
on other variables. The formats of these control cards are given in a later
section. A typical SP—Ass-,
 program.
	 by reading expressions from
cards awnad producing othere I pressions. Calls to the SPASM functions willx
iOf
be interspersed with calls to LPRINT, which prints expressions and calls
to ERASE. It is advisable to print intermediate results liberally and to erase
l	 intermediate results early. At the end of a program, one should erase all
remaining expressions and then call MOPUP and LISTS to see if everything
has, in fact, been erased. This is not essential for a simple program but
x is most important in debugging a subroutine. Subsequent sections of this
manual define the calling sequences and effects of each of the SPASM routines.
Many of the details are deferred to a later section on housekeeping. Appen-
dices contain notes on loading the system under 6444 SCOPE and a complete
sample program from JOB card to end-of-file.
2. INPUT-OUTPUT OPERATIONS
The input and output routines are defined together because they interact
to a considerable degree. There are two formats for expressions, which
might be called the input and print formats. The difference is in the treat-
ment of exponents. In the input format, exponentiation is indicated by
	 as
in FORTRAN. In the print format, exponents are printed on the line above
the. main line. However, it is also possible to output expressions in the in-
put format in order to allow expressions to be stored on tape.
It is necessary here to distinguish between the label of an expression and
its name as previously defined. The input-output routines provide for read-
ing and writing labels that appear on the left side of an _-. The user may
wish to make his names and labels agree, but there is no necessary connec-
tion between them. Labels are merely Hollerith fields that the user may
find helpful in keeping track of his expressions, but the system does not de-
pend on them in any way.
Following are several examples of well-formed expressions on data
cards:
GAMMA = X**2 + Y**Z $
PSI= A*SIN (B) - B /COS (A) $	 (2)
EXP3 = (ALPHA + BETA)*(1 - GAMMA**2)
/(3 + DELTA) $	 (3)
-P1/2 + 2/3*X - 3/4*X**2 + 4/5*X"**3 $	 (4)
In there exa mple a, GAMMA, PSI, and E XP3 are recognized as labels  be, -
cause they are followed by	 They are returned to the user as left-justified
Hollerith coustants, equivalent to 51--i-GAMM; A, 3H_PSI, and 4HEXP3. The
label ol expression (4) is returned as all blanks. Expression (3) illustrates
that expressions coulai nue from card to card until a $ is found.
•	 t 	 a
NAME _ LREAD (LABEL, OK)
is the calling sequence for reading one expression from data cards. If the
data cards listed above were positioned next in the input file and this state-
ment were executed, then after execution NAME would contain the name of
the expression K2 + Y2 , 'LABEL would contain 5HGAMMA, and OK would
have the logical, value TRUE, meaning that no error was discovered. If an
error were discovered, for example, if parentheses were unbalanced, then
OK would be given the value FALSE. However, NAME would contain the
name of as much of the expression as was well formed, and the input file
f	
would be positioned properly to read the next expression. Thus, it is possi-
ble to diagnose all data errors before a job is terminated.
NAME = LRDTAPE (LABEL, OK, LUN)
works the same way, but reads from the file specified by LUN, presumably
a tape or disk file.
NAME = LDECODE (LABEL, OK, 4H1+X$)
reads an expression from a Hollerith constant in the FORTRAN code. In
this case, NAME gets the name of the expression 1 + X, LABEL gets blank,
and OK is set TRUE. LDECODE is restricted to a Hollerith field of no more
y,	 than 100 characters.
CALL LPRINT (NAME, IFIGS, NLABEL, LABEL)
is the Galling sequence to cause an expression to be printed on the output file
in print format.. NAME contains the name of the expression to be printed.
IFIGS contains the number of significant figures to be printed for floating-
point numbers. NLABEL contains the :ftmber of characters in LABEL.
LJ_BEL contains a lab-el to be pr ttod before an t . If h1LABEL contains 0,
4J#
LABEL may be omitted. Suppose the input cards listed above were positioned
next in the input file, and the following code were executed:
DO 10 I= 1 0 4
NAME (I) = LREAD (LABEL (I), OK)
IF (OK) GO TO 10
PRINT 1
1	 FORMAT (*OERROR.)
10 CALL LPR.INT (NAME (I), 6, 5, LABEL (I))
STOP
The output file would look like this:
GAMMA = X2 + Y2
PSI = A*SIN (B) - B/COS (A)
EXP3 (ALPHA + BETA)*(1 - GAMMA 2 )/(3 + DELTA)
= 1/2 + 2/3*X - 3/4*X 2 + 4/5*X 3 .
LPRINT works with lines equal to three print lines: a blank line, an
exponent line, and a main line. It leaves a margin on the left equal to
NLABEL + 3 columns and prints LABEL in the margin of the first line. If
NLABEL = 0, no margin is left, and = does not appear.
CALL LWRITE (NAME, IFIGS, NLABEL, LABEL, LUN)
VIII causes the expression to be written on file LUN in the input format, virtually
a copy of the input cards.
CALL LFORT (NAME, IFIGS, NLABEL, LABEL, LUN)
w causes the expression to be written on LUN in a format compatible with
r'O TR-A-N. The intention is to produce cards that can be inserted in a
FORTRAN deck to evaluate- the expressions. Notice that the left side of
these arith etic replacement statements is supplied by LABEL.
a t
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CALL LENCODE (NAME, IFICS, NLABEL, LABEL, LUN, BUF, I, J, KT)
acts like LPRINT except that instead of being printed, the expression is
encoded into BUF, a two-dimensional array of I rows and J columns. The
number of columns used is returned in KT. KT is accurate even when it
exceeds J, but then the last ET-J columns are not transmitted. LENCODE
sets all of BUF to blanks before executing. LUN is ignored, as in LPRINT.
LENCODE uses three columns of BUF for each line of expression, just as
LPRINT uses three print lines: a line of blanks, a line of exponents, and a
main line.
For the remainder of the operations, the following convention will be
adopted. The circumlocution "the expression whose name is contained in"
will be dropped, and the names of expre s s ions will be used as though they
were the expressions themselves. Each operation will be introduced by its
calling sequence, and its effect will be described briefly and illustrated with
I
	
sample expressions. The value of an expression will be given as follows:
NAME = X2
 + Y 2
Notice that this is not intended to correspond to a data card, a print line, or
a FORTRAN statement. The reader should clearly distinguish at this point
between names and labels and between SPASM expressions and FORTRAN ex-
pressions.
n
..
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3. OPERATIONS ON POLYNOMIALS
3.1	 Basic Operations
Certain rules about the way expressions are handled are of particular
importance for the arithmetic operatic, ,ns. 	 One is that numeric coefficients
are maintained as rational fractions reduced to lowest terms whenever pos-
sible.	 The exceptions occur when coefficients are read as floating-point num-
bers with fractional parts or when either the numerator or the denominator
becomes too large to be held in one word. Whenever a rational number com-
bines with a floating-point number, the result is a floating-point number.
The other rule is that similar terms are always collected. 	 Furthermore,
in order to achieve this economically, all expressions are rearranged in a
standard way.	 The factors of each term are put in a standard order to make
it easier to recognize similar terms.
	 Also, the terms of each expression
are put in a standard order so that the terms of a new expression can be
collected as they are produced. 	 This design goes far to alleviate the problem
of "intermediate swell. 11	 This chronic problem in the field of algebraic
manipulation refers to the fact that intermediate results may occupy much
more storage than does the final result.	 The user's only concern is to under-
stand why his expressions may be printed in quite different form from what
he punched into cards.
L	 LSUM (L1, LZ)
L is the sum of L1 and L2.	 If
It
Ll = 2/3*y 2 + 1/4*x*y - 3/8*x 2
f,
and
LZ = I + 1. 347*x*y - 1/8*x 2 0
1 3t
hen
L = 1 + 2 /3*y2 + 1. a 97*x*y - 1 /2*x2
Notice that because one of the coefficients of xy in the operand is a floating-
point number, the coefficient of xy in the result is, too. Also notice that the
coefficient of x2 is reduced to lowest terms.
L ^ LDIFF (L1, L2^
L is the result of subtracting L2 from L1. If
L1 1/3 + 1 /4*x + x*y
and
L2 = 1/4 + 3y + 2x,*y ,
then
L = 1/12 - 3y + 1 /4*x - x*y .
L1 = 2*y/(1 - x)/(1 + x) ,
L2 = y/(1 + x) ,
then
L = Z*y /(1
 - x)/(1 + x) - y/(1 + x)
ET
L = LPROD ( L 1, L2)
L is the product of L1 and L2. If
'
	
	
L1 = 1 /2*z + 1 /3*y + 1 /4*x
and
,.:...	 LZ	 1 /2*z - 1 /3*y
If
and
t
Ithen
L = 1/4*z	 1/9*y 2 + 1/8*x*z - 1/12*x*y
F = LQUOT (L1, LZ ., EXACT)
L is the result of dividing LI by LZ. EXACT is returned with the value
TRUE if the division could be performed exactly, i. e. , if L2 is a factor of
LI. If not, EXACT is returned FALSE, and L is formed by distributing the
inverse of L2 over the terms of Ll. If
L1--x2-y2
and
L2 = x+ y ,
then
L=x - Y, EXACT= T. .
If
LI = x 2 + y 2
and
LZ=x+y ,
then
L :; x2 /(X +  Y) + y2 /(x  + y) o EXACT	 F.
L = LGCD (Ll,, LZ)
L is the greatest co	 on divisor of Ll abd L2. The exponents in LI and
L2 not enclosed in brackets must be positive integers, if
I
L 	 N + I /y)2 - A
and
Y z -	
-(x	 ", zLZ	 + 1/0	 2*A* i , + i /y)+ A
IV
V-11
then
L = (x+ I/y) - A .
I L = LDFRIV (L I. VAR
L is the result of differentiating L.l with respect to VAR, an atomic variable
produced by ATOM, as in VAR = ATOM (IHX). If
L I = y2 + 2*x*y + x2
and
VAR = ATOM (1 HX) ,
then
L= 2*y+2*x .
If Ll contains functions, the user must have supplied models of the de-
rivatives of the functions with respect to each of their arguments. The con-
trol cards to accomplish this are defined in the section on initialization.
These models are SPASM expressions in which the first argument is repre-
sented by the atomic variable AREA, the second by ARGB, and so on. For
example, the model for the derivative of SIN with respect to its argument
would be the expression COS (AREA). The derivative of a function is formed
by substituting its actual arguments in these models and multiplying by the
derivatives of the arguments (so- Section 6. 2). In general,,
dF(y l , ... , yn)/dx = OF /ayl dy l /dx + ... + aF/ayn dyn/dx .
If
L I = SIN (x2)
and
dSIN/dARGA = COS (AREA) ,
or
t
then
L = 2*x*COS (x2) .
The user may define atomic variables as depending implicitly on one or
more other atomic variables. The derivatives of dependent variables are
represented in the form
DERIV (y, x, 1, z, 2) = a y .2
axaz
This form differs from a function in that its arguments can be only atomic
variables and integers and are variable in number. It is defined by SPASM
rather than by the user and is treated specially. If
L1 = y + DERIV (y, z, 1)
and
'VAR = ATOM (1 HX)
then
L = DERIV (y, x, 1) + .DEERIV (y, z, 1 x, 1) .
It is possible to substitute an expression for a dependent variable,
causing the indicated differentiation to be performed at that time. An exam-
ple is given in the definition of LSUBST.
L = LINTEG (L 1, VAR)
Ll is an expression not con- tai.-wr i ng VAR in brackets or occurrences of VAR-1.
(Caution: This routine produces incorrect results if either condition is vio-
lated. ) VAR is in ATOM format and
L - L1 d(VAR)
17:
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If
L1 = 2*y + 2*x + 4x-2
and
VAR = ATOM (1 HX) ,
then
L = 2*x*y + x2 - 2*x-1
To copy an expression,
L = LSTCPY (L1)
makes L a copy of Ll.
3. 2 More Complicated Operations: Brackets
In FORTRAN coding, brackets are used to define the range of operators
and may be used to control the order in which an expression is evaluated.
Redundant brackets have no effect at all. In the context of algebraic manipu-
lation, the significance of brackets is broader, because they also determine
the form of the result. Brackets in the operands may cause the result to be
more or less complicated, but in most cases the form will be different. One
of the design principles of SPASM is to avoid wasting machine time second-
guessing the user. This sometimes causes silly results. For example, the
expression X-(X) will not be recognized as equal to zero until the user directs
the brackets to be cleared.
The user may anticipate the form of the result pretty well by applying
the following rule. In the basic arithmetic operations, a bracketed subex
pression is treated exactly as though it were an atomic variable. Care is
taken that equal subexpressions of the same form are recognized as identical,
but again they are not of the same form if they are bracketed differently. For
example, suppose the following statement is executed:
L = LPROD (? . i L? )
",I
k.
ti
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I
OL
if
Ll = (I + x)
and
L2= (I +x) 0
then
L	 + x) 2
Ll = (1 + x)
LZ = (I - x) ,
then
L = (I + x)*(l - x) .
L1 = (I + x)
LZ = ((I + x)) ,
then
L = (I + x)*((l + x)) .
A later section explains that the interpretation of brackets is more com- -
plicated when the operands are expressions of type "rational fraction. 11 The
operations LEXPAND and LCLEAR are provided to allow, the user to remove
., M
	
	 brackets to the extent possible. For some operations, e. g., LDERIV and
LSUBST, it must be confessed that the form of the result with respect to
bracketing is somewhat arbitrary, not to say unpredictable. The user is
advised to experiment to get a feeling for the ways this problem is resolved.
If
and
If
and
11
3. 2. 1 Expanding brackets
FL = LEXPAND (L1)
L is the result of performing the multiplications implied by bracketing in L1.
In the case of expressions in which no subexpression is part of the denomina-
tor of a fraction, this eliminates subexpressions, except for the arguments
of functions. The arguments of functions are, however, expanded in the
same sense.
When subexpressionns do occur in the denominators of fractions, it is
impossible, in general, to remove all brackets. Among the possible half-
measures, the one selected is to expand the denominator of a fraction and
distribute it over the terms of the numerator. This alternative was selected
by considering the usual motive for expansion, which is to allow terms pro-
duced by the expansion of a given term in L1 to combine with similar terms
produced by the expansion of other terms in L1. For this purpose to be
served, it is necessary that brackets be cleared from the numerators of L
and that denominators of equal value be put in identical form. If
L  = (y - x)(y + x) ,
then
L = y2 - x2
If
L1 = z* (x*(l + y))2
then
L = x mz + 2*x2*y*z + x *y2 *z
If
Ll (1 + x)/(l + y)
then
L = I /(I + y) + x/(1 + y)
.
I 
L = LBRAIC
The value of LBRAC is LI enclose-d in bracket-s. For example, if
LI = X +2
and
LZ = Y + 1
then the result of the statement
L3 = LPROD (LI, LBRAC ^(L2))
is the expression X(Y + 1) + Z(Y + 1).
3. 2. 2 Substitution
L = LSUBST (Ll, VAR, LZ)
L is the result of substituting the expression LZ for occurrences of the atomic
variable VAR in L1. Operations on VAR, such as multiplication, exponen-
tia;tio-n, and differentiation, are carried out on LZ, but other brackets in LI
z	 e U,are not expdd.az
2
L 11	 y *'Z'
AV = ATMU,A
and
+x
them
z
L	 + ,2*-x* +
110
If
L1 = y2 *(1 + z) ,
then
L = (1 + z) + 2*x*(1 + z) + x2 *(1 + z)
If
L 1 = DERIV (y, x, 1, z, 1)	 ti
VAR = ATOM (1 HY) ,
and
L2 = z3 + 3*x*z2 + 3*x2*z + x3
then
L= 6z+6x .
3.2.3 Evaluation
Fx-=  EVAL (L1, VARS, FUNCS, OK)
VARS is a table of atomic variables followed by numeric values to be assigned
to each. F UNCS is a table of function names followed by the addresses of
entry points of routines that evaluate the functions. If all variables and func-
tions encountered in L1 are included in these tables, then OK is returned
true and X contains the value of L 1 for these values of the variables. If a
variable or function is not found in the table, OK is returned false and X
contains indefinite (0/0).
The form of the tables is a linear array in which the odd elements are
variable or function names and the following even element is the associated 	 A
value or entry point. Tables are terminated by a zero word in an odd ele-
ment. Variable names rnu# be formatted by statements of the form
VARS (I) ATOM (I HX ; function names, by statements of the for
FUNDS an = rNA.11 (3HSIN), The addresses of entry points can be obtained
by s tateme n of the form
tr
REAL LOCF
EXTERNAL SIN
FUNCS (1+ 1) = LOCF (SIN)
The user must supply routines in the form of FORTRAN functions of one
argument to evaluate his functions. Where a function has more than one
argument, the routine that evaluates it will be called with a linear array in
which the ith element is the value of the 1 th argument. In any case, the
user's functions are supplied with floating-point numbers that are the values
of the arguments for the values of the variables supplied in VARS.
.s
..
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4. OPERATIONS ON NONPOLYNOMIALS
4. 1 Introduction
By using the SPASM functions already described, a user can write rou-
tines for combining expressions that are not polynomials. As an illustration,
we now write addition and multiplication routines for complex polynomials..
We represent a complex polynomial P = Real + i Ima.g, where Real and Imag
are SPASM expressions, by the one-dimensional array DIMENSION P(2)
where P(1) = REAL and P(2 ) = I AG (ignore type conversion). Then for
L3 = L1 + L2, L4 = L1 *L2, we have the simple routines:
SUBROUTINE CPROD (L1, L2, L4)
DIMENSION L1(2), L2(2), L4(2)
J = LPROD (L1(1), LZ(1))
K = LPROD (L1(2), L2(Z))
L4(1) = LDIFF (J, K)
CALL ERASE (J)
CALL ERASE (K)
L = LPROD (L1(1), L2(2))
M = LPROD (L1(2), LZ(1))
L4(2) = LSUM (L, M)
CALL ERASE (L)
CALL ERASE (M)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CSUM (L1, L2, L3)
DIMENSION L1(2), L2(2), L3(2)
L3(1) = LSUM (L1(1), L2(1))
L3(2) = LSUM (L1(2), L2(2))
RETURN
END
aWe have not included these particular applications in SPASM because
they are not often needed in celestial mechanics and because the user can
provide them easily if required.
i t 	 -
1	 e
We have, however, provided special routines for the manipulation of the
more difficult cases of rational polynomial fractions and Poisson (trigono-
metric) series.
Suppose L  = a-I sin (x), L2 = b-1 sin (x). Then,
L 1
 + L2 = a 1 sin (x) + b I sin (x)	 (5)
= a-I b -1 (a sin (x) + b sin (x))
	
(6)
(a- l + b- I ) sin (x) ,	 (7)
L 1 L2 a-1 b-1 sin (x)
	
(8)
a-1 b I (1 + cos 2x) /2
	
(9)
Lines (5) and (8) correspond to the results that SPASM, as previously
described, would produce. It is sometimes useful to collect terms over the
least common multiple of their denominators as in line (6); rational fractions
are introduced to facilitate such calculations. Manipulation of trigonometric
series is often done as in lines (7) and (9), and the trigonometric-series
routines perform in this fashion.
Thus, the purpose of having different routines to perform the same func-
tion (say, addition) is to easily allow the user different forms of mathemati-
cally equivalent expressions. Trigonometric series and rational fractions
have been singled out because of their closure properties and their relevance
to astronomical calculations.
4. Z. Ratio	 .arithmetic
r
Suppose we warted to compute the difference between 2Y Al X)(1 + X)
and Y /l + X. With pencil and p-aper, we might procee-d:
40
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Example-I
2Y	 Y _
	 2Y	 (10)(1 X(1+X) - 1+X 0+X)0 -X) - 0+X)(1 -X)
2Y - YO - X)	 (11)(1 + X)(1 - X)
	
_	 Y + XY	 (12)(1_+X)(. -X)
Y	 (13)1 - X
Note that this is not what LDIFF (as previously described) does. I,`or if
L1 = 2Y/[(l X)(1 + X)I, L2 = Y/(1 + X), and L = LDIFF (L1, L2),
then
L = 2Y/[(1 - X)(1 + X)] - Y(1 + X)
Arithmetic, as performed in Example 1, is often required, and SPASM
provides facilities for such computations.
There is one complication: The reduction to lowest terms of the last
step of the example involved finding the greatest common divisor of
(X + 1)(X - 1) and XY + Y. Finding the greatest common divisor of two
arbitrary expressions is surprisingly time consuming. We do two things to
minimize this problem.
First, we organize addition and subtraction of rational fractions, so that
the reduction to lowest terms is not done. We do only steps (10) to (12) of
Example 1. There is a separate function for reduction to lowest terms.
Second, we preserve all we can of the factorization of numerator and
denominator. The user can remove parentheses at any time. There follow
e-==- -- 	 in ordinary  notadon, that show how SPASM can operate on
rational f racoons.
.0
EAR MR12 Z
ZY	 Y ^ = ZY(i + X) - YO - X
I _ X2 - I +X	
(I - XZ )(l + X)
Y+ZYX+X 2 Y
(I - X 
2 
)(1 + X)
Comparison of Examples I and 2 shows how it helps to know that
X2
 1 = (X - 1)(X + 1). ]Factorization of arbitrary expressions is harder
than finding greatest common divisors, so SPASM uses whatever factoriza-
tion it has.
Example 3
(X + 1)(W + 1)	 (Y + 1)2 Z4 	(X + O(y + 1)
(Y + 1)Z 4
	(W + 1)(X +- Y) 2
	(X + Y) 2
Exa m-ple 4
+ SIN (.X)	 SINZ (Y)	 SIN (Y)
SIN (Y)	 3	 2(I + SIN (X))	 (I + SIN (X))
We now describe how SPASM recognizes rational fractions and manipu-
lates them.
Just as ]FORTRAN variables can be of different types (real, integer,
complex; etc. )j SPASM expressions can be of different types. In FORTRAN,
the type of a Variable can be established lexigraphically (beginning with I, J,
1	 1	 typeKO Lj Mo X) or by type declarat i on (REAL X, M, WER Y n SPASM
is 6#ta-bli s- hed by - defat,,dLt or by explicit call to a SPASM function. All expres-
siohii P- reviduAlY described akos by dofAWto type ' 19PA SM,
 aeriess (88). 11 After
use of the SPALOU-6, functions LRA, T-10 (deicr- ibed below), the resulting expres-
sion bedoftisi typo "Ratiotial rf-4060u. "
.4
In FORTRAN, the type of the variable affects, during compilation, the
object code that is produced by the compiler. In SPASM, the type of an
expression is used at execution time by some SPASM functions as a signal
to perform in a special way.
I L = LRATIO (LI) I
L  is an expression, L  is changed into the internal form that SPASM
uses for rational fractions, and the result is given type rational fraction.
Routines that give special treatment to rational fractions are LSUM,
LDIFF, LPROD, LQUOT, and LDERIV.
The functions below perform as previously described unless all their
arguments are of type rational fraction.
I
If all arguments are type rational fractions, the result is given type ra-
tional fraction and formed as described below. What follows is strictly true
only for expressions that do not contain nested parentheses. With more com-
plicated expressions, the results are analagous, with some complicated ex-
ceptions that we will not describe here.
L = LSUM (LI, LZ)
L = LDIFF (LI, L2)
L  and LZ are type rational fractions.
We follow the model of Example 1. Ll and LZ are added (subtracted)
over the least common multiple M of their denominators. In f4e numerator 	 4
of L parentheses are removed. The denominator of L contains the known
factors of M.	 A
L_=­L_PR0D (L1, L2^
Ll and L2 are rational fractions. The numerator of L contains the
factors of the numerators of Ll and L2. The denominator of L contains the
factors of the denominators of Ll and L2. Like factors are collected.
I L = LQUOT (Ll, L2, SW)
LI and L2 are rational fractions. LZ is inverted, and we form
L1 - I /L2 as in LP ROD, SW = . T.
L = LDERIV (L1, I HX)
6	 1
Ll is a rational fraction. We follow the usual rule from elementary
calculus that
J-)U = V DU	 DV
DY (V)
The denominator of L contains all the factors of the denominator of Ll
with their exponents doubled, In the numerator, all brackets are removed.
Contrast this with differentiation of SPASM series, where we use the rule
D (UV_l ) = UV-2 X + V-1 DUX - 
	
DX
For reduction to lowest terms, we provide
L LRLT (LI)
If Ll is a rational fraction,, we form the greatest comma on divisor of
each factor of the numerator and each factor of the	 c-denor- inator. The frn	 a
tiou is reduced to lowest term- e by division of numerator and denorn-inator by
each greatest co ninonr divisor found.
If Ll is not a rational fraction, each term- - of LI is treated as a rational
fraction and the resultiug te-, r m a summi- ed. LRLT is slow,
Z9
j
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4. 3 Trigonometric Series
Finite trigonometric series of the form
(Ai) sin ( B i} +	 (r^} cos (D^)
have many desirable properties. They are closed under addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and differentiation; and with suitable restriction on the Also
B's, C's, and D's, they are closed under integration. Moreover, any poly-
nomial P(sin a l , ... , sin a n; cos P l , ... , cos (3m) can be uniquely represented
in the above form. For all these reasons, such series have been prominent
in classical analysis. For manipulating such series, we have made the spe-
cial provision described below,
4, 3. 1 Definitions
We say that	 (Ai) sin (B i ) A . 	(C^) cos (D^) is a SPASM Trigonometric
Series (STS) if
1. All A l s o B's, C's, D's are SPASM expressions.
2. All B's are distinct and no B is zero.
3. All D's are distinct,
4. No A nor C is zero.
5. The leading coefficient of all B's and D's is nonnegative.
Fxamgle 5
(6) sin (A + B) + (9) cos (A + B)
and
(3X2 + 4Y) sin (A + B ) + (6Y) cos (0)
are S T'S' s, but
sing (X) + cos 2 (X)
sin (X) cos (X) + cos (X) sin (X)
n
01
and
sin (X) + sin (X)
are not.
We further state that an STS has property I 
x 
(integrable with respect to
X) if
6. X does not appear in A or C in parentheses.
7. X does not appear in B or D in parentheses and B and D are either
linear in X or independent of X.
Example 6
(6X2 ) sin (X + Y2)
and
(6X3 (Y + Z) + sin (Z)) sin (X + Y
have property I 
x 
but not I y .
4. 3. 2 Operations
LMAKTS (
L is any SPASM expression. LT is the equivalent STS. For example, if
L - (A) sing (X) + (2A) sin  (X) co s (X) + (A) cost  M "
then
LT = (A) cos  (0) + (A) sin (2X)
LT LTSI UM (LI, L2)
I LT - LTDIIFIF (LI.. L-Z)
wr
L1 = (1) cos (0) + (Z) sin (2X)
and
L2 = (Y) cos (0) + (Z + Y) sin (2X) ,
then
LT = (1 + Y) cos (0) + (2Z + Y) sin (2X)
LT = LTPROD (L1, L2)
L1 and L2 are STS's. LT is the STS that is the product of L1 and L2.
For example, if
L1 = (Y) cos (0) + (Y) sin (2X)
and
L2 = (Y) cos (0) - (Y) sin (2X) ,
then
LT= (Y2 /2) cos (0) + (Y 2 /2) cos (4X) .
LT = LTDERIV (L, VAR)
L is an STS, and VAR is in atom format. We form the STS
LT = aL/NVAR). For example, if L = (X - A) sin (X), A depends on X, and
VAR = ATOM (1 HX), then
LT = (1 - DERIV (A, X, 1)) sin (X) + (X - A) cos (X) .
LT = LTINTEO (L, VAR)
L1 is an STS and VAR is in atom format. We f o rm the STS
LT	 L d.(VAR). The result is correct if L has property I^_VAIt'
It
P.
Y
IFor ail the above operations, if L1, L2, L have property IX , then LT
has property IX
 .
L = LTSTE (S)
Given the STS S, convert it to SPASM expression L.
L = LTXPAND (S)
Given STS S, LEXPAND all coefficients and arguments to form L.
L L 
LTSU BST (S, VAR, L 1)
Given STS S, LSUBST VAR for L1 in each coefficient and argument
of S to form L.
L = LJGL (L1, LCOF, LARD, C2, C3, A2, A3)
is a general-purpose routine, which subsumes LTXPAND and LTSUBST.
LJGL forms the STS L by applying the user-supplied functions LCOF and
LARG to each term of L1. More precisely corresponding to each term of
the form (C) SCN (A) (where SCN (A) means sin (A) or cos (A)) of L1, L con-
t4ins a term of the form
I
(LCOF (C, C2, C3)) SCN (LARG (A, A2, A3))
where C2, C3, A2, A3 are parameters. For example,
L = LJGL (L1, LSUBST, LSUBST, VAR, S, VAR, S)
does exactly the same thing as .L = LTSUBST (L1, VAR, S).
There is an alternate entry
L = LTG LS (L1, LCOF, ,LARG, CZ, C 3, A2, A3)
which does exactly the same thing as LJGL except that the ter- r s of Ll are
erased as Ll is traver:sefO Thkis is uaefnl when storage is at u premium.
3
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5. MISCELLANEOUS
5.1 Erasure
Let us reemphasize the importance of prompt erasure of expressions.
Consider the two loops below:
READ Z ., L
	 READ 2, L
2 FORMAT (B)	 2 FORMAT (B)
I= 0	 1 LDECODE (X, X, 2HO$)
J= I	 J LDECODE (X, X, ZHI$)
DO I K- 1, L	 DO  K= 1 0 L
1 J= I+ j	 1 J = LSUM (I, J)
There is a subtle distinction between these two programs. The storage
required by the first program is independent of the value of L. This is not
true of the second program!
In the statement J = I + J, the contents of I are added to the contents of
J and the result placed in J. In the statement J = LSUM (I, J), the expres-
sions pointed to by the contents of I and J are added and a pointer to their
sum replaces the contents J. The expression originally pointed to by J-of
has not been erased; rather, a pointer to it has been overwritten.
To erase the intermediate results, it suffices to rewrite the right-hand
loop as
DO 1 K = 1,, L
J	 L!SU M, -(I, J)
I CALL ERASE (JJ-)
QtUer ways of be'l-aw-,
-7
`44,'
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S. 2 Nesting SPASM functions
Those SPASM functions that return a list as their value may be called
by an alternate name in which the initial L of the function name is replaced
by an N, mnemonic for "nest. " Such a call will do what the primary call
does, with the addition that the name of the result list is pushed down on the
system list NLIST. The statement CALL SAVEN causes a "barrier" to be
pushed down on NLIST. The statement CALL EMPTYN causes all lists on
NLIST down to the first barrier to be erased. The statement CALL RESTORN
causes all lists down to the first barrier to be erased, and the barrier re-
moved. A subroutine that uses this feature ought at least to begin with a call
to SAVEN and end with a call to RESTORN, but this does not exhaust their
uses,
This feature may be used to alleviate coding calls to ERASE. A more
important role is that it allows function calls to be nested, and their result
lists eventually to be erased. For example,
L = LSUM (NSUM (Ll, L2), L3)
CALL EMPTYN
will leave the sum of Ll, L2, and L3 in L, and the sum of L1 and L2 will be
erased by the call to EMPTYN.
The user can also
CALL N (L)
which putts L on NLIST.
. E wale and id=entic.1l Exex es,sions
BY,, kdreutical (=) SIP	 expressions, we mean thosre expressions that if
p.r smoid, wil th LPIRVNT wo ltd took exactly the srame. With  this definition of
2
0We stress this point because equivalent mathematical expressions have
many representations that are not identical. The user is often concerned
with determining when two expressions are equivalent. The conditional trans-
fer (ZTEST) in SPASM can only detect identity. The reason for this gap is
the well-known discouraging result: given the possible SPASM expressions,
there exists no finite algorithm for determining equivalence. All is not lost,
however, because many particular types of expressions can be tested for
equivalence. The main tool is the function ZTEST:
V = ZTEST (L)
L is a SPASM expression. V = . T. if L is identical to zero; otherwise,
V = . F.
For the following special ty e s of expressions, equivalence can always
be determined:
1. Polynomials. V = ZTEST (NEXPAND (NDIFF (L1, L2))), If the
polynomials do not contain parentheses, the call to NEXPAND can be deleted.
Z. Rational fractions. V = ZTEST (NEXPAND (NCLEAR
(NDIFF (L1, L2)))).
3. SPASM series. Convert to rational fractions by NRATIO and test
as in Z.
4. SPASM trigonometric series with polynomial arguments and coeffi-
cents. V _ ZTEST (NTXPAND (NTDIFF (L1, L2))).
5. 4 Analyzi Expressions
Z = EXPH (L1, VAR)
Z = EXPL (L1, VAR)
Z' is the highest (lowest) power of unparenthesized instances of VAR in L1.
VAR. must be in atom- - forrnat.
36-
I
.0
I L = LCOEF (LI, VAR,
L is that expression that is the coefficient of the unparenthesized instances
of VAR ** EXP in L-1. VAR must be in atom format. For example, if
Ll = X 2 Y + X 2 Y 2 + (I + X 5 ) 2 Y- 3
and if
LZ = LCOEF (LI, ATOM (IHX), EXPH (ATOM (IHX), Ll)) a
L3 = LCOEF (Ll, ATOM (1HY), EXPL (ATOM, (lH.Y), Ll)) P
then
L2= Y + Y 2
L3 -- (I + X5)2
5. 5 Converting FORTRAN Variables to SPASM Expressions
As we have seen, it makes no sense to have arithmetic statements con-
taining both SPASM expressions and FORTRAN variables. We already know
how to convert SPASM expressions to FORTRAN constants by using EVAL.
Sometimes we want to make SPASM expressions of FORTRAN constants.
I L -- LCONS (N, D) I
Recall from Section 3. 1 that coefficients (and thus expression constants)
are either rational fractions or floating-point constants. LCONS forms these
two types of expression constants according to the following conventions
(N and D can be any combination of TYPE PEAL or INTEGER):
0 LCONS is floated (if necessary) N
D 0 0 N and D integers LCONS is rational fraction N /D reduced to
lowest terms
otherwise, N and D- are floated (if necessary), L "ONS is set to
their quotient,
W
J,
if 	 I
0
For example, suppose we are given the SPASM expression L and wish
to form the n SPASM expressions M(I) = (I/I + 1) L, I = 1, 2, ... , N. We
could write
CALL SAVEN
DO 99 I = 1, N
99 M(I)P= LPROD (NCONS (I, I + 1), L)
CALL RLSTORN
r
r
t
t
d
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6. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
6. 1 Initialization
Every SPASM program must begin by calling INIT, which initializes the
list-processing system SLIP and sets up various SPASM bookkeeping arrange-
ments. Then, practically every program must call RDEF, which reads con-
trol cards defining function names, the derivatives of functions, and depend-
ency relationships. Also, various limits are imposed by cc,nsiderations of
storage, which may be reset by the user via labeled common blocks. These
labeled common blocks are defined by SPASM in subroutine INIT and loaded
via DATA statements. To reset them, the user should define labeled common
blocks of the same name in his main program, ensure that it is loaded before
INIT, and reload the variables via arithmetic replacement statements,
6. 2 Definitions
Subroutine RDEF reads control cards defining function names, function
derivatives, and dependency relationships. These control cards are identi-
fied by columns 1 to 10 and contain two other fields. The ,first field begins
with the first nonblank character after column 10 and ends with the next
blank, The second field begins with the first nonblank character after the
first field and ends with the next blank. The fields are function names,
integers, or atomic variables, as follows:
4
ID
FUNCTION
PAR TIAL
DEPEND
ENDEF
First Field
s ybol
s ymbol
variable
n ze
Second Field
integer
integer
variable
none
4.e
A FUNCTION card defines the first field as a function name, where the se-
cond field is the number of its arguments. A PARTIAL card signals that the
model for the derivative of the function named in the first field with respect
to its argument specified in the next field is next in the card deck. A DEPEND
card defines the first field as dependent on the second field. An ENDEF
card signals the end of definitions. The following deck defines SIN, COS,
and their derivatives and makes y depend on x:
FUNCTION	 SIN
	
I
FUNCTION	 COS	 I
PARTIAL	 SIN 	 I
COS (AR. GA) $
PARTIAL	 COS	 I
-SIN (AREA) $
DEPEND	 Y	 X
ENDEF
6. 3 Truncation of Series
The user can cause expressions to be truncated by initializing the labeled
common block TRUNC.
COM MON/ TRUNC/ITRUNC, TRUNC (Z, N)
TRUNC (1, 1) contains a word of the form ATOM (1 HX), and TRUNC (2, 1) con-
tains a floating-point number, where I = 1, N. ITRUNC contains N in integer
form. Then, in the expression resulting from an arithmetic operation or an
input operation, any term that contains one of the variables in TRUNC to a
power higher than the corresponding number in TRUNC will be dropped.
If the result of an operation would be
L= 1/4 * zZ - 1/9 * y Z + 1/8 * x * z - 1/2 * x * Y
n
I
410
but TRUNC (1, 1) --ATOM, (I HZ) and TRUNC (2,1) = 1., then the result will be
L = -1 /9,* y 2 + 1/8 *x* z - 1/2 *x*y
6. 4 Field-Length Control
COMM, ON/LFLD/LFLD, LSTOR, LIM-FLD, INCFLD
Blank common is used by SLIP for its list storage, because it is capable
of being expanded upward. The length of blank common is initialized at
LSI TOR words, and the Job's field length is adjusted to fit. The length of the
job's field is maintained in LFLD. If SLIP runs out of storage, the job's
field length is increased by INCFLD words. However, if this new value ex-
ceeds LIM FLD, the job aborts. The nominal values are
LSTOR = 40008
LIMFLD = 1000008
INCEED = 40008
If the user wishes to change these parameters, he should do so via arithmetic
replacement statements before calling INIT.
6. 5 Work-Sp-ace Control
COMMON/WORK/LISTWK, INWK, NEXTWK, LIMWRK, WORK (1000)
The array WORK is used by many SPASM routines for temporary storage.
LIMY WRK contains the length of WORK, nonu- i nally 1000 decimal. The user
may cause WORK to be loaded with a different size by defining this cornm.,on,
block with a different dimension in his main program. However, he must
also reload L1MWRK with the new size.
r6. 6 Exponent-Range Control
COM1VON/BLKDEF/NXPW, NBPX, IRMND, MSKEXP
The arithmetic operations gain economies of space and time by packing the
exponents of several variables in one word. NXPW contains the number
of exponents per word, NBPX contains the number of bits per exponent,
IRMND con* -tins the number of unused bits per word, and MSKEXP is a mask
containing NBPX bits right-justified. SPASM will abort if the absolute value
of any exponent exceeds 2 ** (NBPX - 1) - I. If the user changes any of these
numbers, he must change them all consistently. The nominal values are
NXPW = 7
NBPX = 8
IRMND = 4
MSKEXP = 377B
Thus, the nominal range -:)f exponents is -127 'S exp ^ 127.
6.7 Debugging
The principal problem in debugging a SPASM program is the timely era-
sure of expressions. If expressions are not erased soon enough, storage
may be exhausted. If expressions are erased too many times, the job will
continue for a while, and then abort mysteriously at a random later time.
[CALL LIST'S (DUMP)
causes a chart to be printed of all unerased lists and of the addresses of
names of unerased lists. If DUMP is TRUE, the contents of lists are dumped
in octal format. The user may first CALL MOPUP, which erases all system
lists, leaving only the user's lists, but then the job cannot continue.
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4If the user erases an expression too many times, the job does not abort
immediately, because of the way SLIP processes erasures. When the job
finally does abort, there is no evidence as to where the error occurred. A
switch is provided that if set TRUE will cause the job to abort when the error
is committed. This feature should be used with discretion, becaus` it se-
verely increases machine time. The switch is set by defining the labeled
common block
COMMON /DEBUG/DEBUG
and Executing the statement
DEBUG = . T.
6, 8 Loading
SPASM and SLIP together comprise upward of 150 routines, and the call-
ing hierarchy goes down many levels. Also, it is normal that only a subset
of the available routines should be needed by a given job. Program SELOAD
was written by the author of SPASM because, although it is of general in-
terest and independent, it is practically indispensable for this application.
SELOAD is on the SAO system tape and is called by a program control card
with three arguments.
SELOAD (LGO, SPASM, SELECT)
LGO is the file containing the user's program, SPASM is the file con-
taining all the SPASM and SLIP routines, and SELECT is a file on which
SELOAD will put the routines from SPASM required by the user's program.
The following cards are the complete minimum set of SCOPE control cards
for a SPASM job:
NHALL, G68095, CM60000, T100.
RUN (S) -
REQUEST SPASM, HI.
SAO 2143 RING OUT
(Consult the Programmer of the Day for the current SPASM tape number.)
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RFL, 60000.
SELOAD(LGOSPASM,SELECT)
UNLOAD (SPASM)
CLEAR.
LOAD(LGO)
LOAD (SELECT)
EXECUTE,
(end of record)
6. 9 Sample SPASM Job
V..
NOPTON9GAA0959rM60000qTl00v
RUN(S)
REQUEST SPASMvHTs SAO P143 RING OUT
PFL960000a
SELOADILGOeSPASMoSELFCT)
IINLOAD(SPASM)
CLF-AFI*
LOAD(SELFCT)
LOAD(LOO)
FXECUTE*
(ENn-OF-PFCnRnl
PROOPAM MATN(TNPUToOlITPtiTsTAPF43mlNPUTsTAPEfinOUTPUT)
DTMFNS?nN 020)
P,RINT 2
p	 FORMAT(*ISAMPLE SPASM OUTPUT**//)
CALL INIT
CALL ADEF
L(l) m LPEAD(LAREL90K)
CALL LPRINT(L(1)9%910*LA8EL)
IF(OK)GO TO 10
CALL ANNORML
10	 LM a LnFPTV(L0)9ATOM(lHXl)
CALL LPPINT(t(Plo l;910910H;OSAMPLE/DX
	
I
Lm m LOECODE(LARELoOK910H I-A,'lk-,S
LW a LSU0ST(L(P),pATOM(l4Y)vL(3)W
CALL LPRINT(L(4)95910910HANSWER
00 p " I a 194
to	 CALL FRARE(01))
CALL MOP11P
CALL LTSTS(sTs)
END
(END-OF-PECORD)
FUNCTION	 SIN I
FUNCTION COS I
PARTIAL	 SIN I
COS(AR60%
PARTIAL
	
COS I
-SIN(ARGA)g
DEPEND	 y x
ENDEF$AMPLE a 1/2*X**P*Y	 l,"AN(X#f0R')
(ENOwOFwFTLF)
4
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6. 10 Sample SPASM Output
FIJNCTION	 SIN 1
FUNCTION COS 1
PARTIAL
	 SIN 1
CnS(ARGA)
PARTIAL
	 COS I
-1 0SIN (ARWA)
UFPENU	 Y	 X
ENDEF
2	 2
S4MFLE
	 s SIN (X ) +1/2*X *Y
2	 2
USANPLE/0 s 2*X*COS(X ) ♦ X*Y +1/2*X ODERIV(YoX•1)
2
ANSWER	 a X+2aX*COSEX )ml*A/O*X
THEME ARE	 0 SLIP CELLS IN USE ANU 1024 AVAILABLE*
I-OC(HOW) LOC C DL ► RLF CN TH
LOC ( NAME) LOC ( L I ST )
E 04U LIST NAMES.
RF'AUER	 LIST
F
MM
APPENDIX
EXPRESSION SYNTAX
,r rr
This appendix defines the syntax of SPASM expressions as they are
punched into data cards. The elements of the language are as follows;
letters
decimal digits
decimal point
arithmetic
operators
matched pairs of brackets
delimiters =, blank, comma, $
symbols	 — a string of letters and digits, beginning with a letter,
preceded by anything else and followed by anything
other than a letter or a digit. 	 If there are more
than five characters, only the first five are used.
numbers	 -- a string of decimal digits and at most one decimal
point, preceded by anything other than a digit or a
lvv tl z-r and followed by anything other than a digit or
a di-,,cimal point.
integers	 — a number that does not contain a decimal point.
subexpressions	 — an expression, as defined below, enclosed in a
matched pair of brackets.
argument list	 — one or more expressions enclosed in brackets and
separated by commas.
functions	 — a symbol followed by an argument list.	 However,
the symbol must have been previously defined to be
a function name.
atomic variables — symbols not followed by argument lists.
R
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exponents
	 - 
** followed by an integer.
factors
	 - an atomic variable, a subexp-%jesion, or a function,
which may be followed by an exponent.
terms	 - a sequence of numbers and factors separated by
or /.
expression	 - a sequence of terms separated by + or -, which
may be preceded by + or -.
labels	 - a string of not more than 10 characters other than
= or $, f ol! ­-re d  by =.
record	 - an expression followed by $, which may be pre-
ceded by a label.
The syntax is similar to that of a FORTRAN arithmetic replacement state-
ment, with the following exceptions:
1. The left-hand side and = are optional.
2. Subscripts may not appear.
3. ** can only be followed by an integer.
4. Blanks serve to terminate fields. With this proviso, redundant
blanks are allowed anywhere.
5. If an E is concatenated with a number in a coefficient (as opposed to
an exponent), it is interpreted as part of the number, in FORTRAN E format.
To avoid this interpretation, a * or a blank must separate the E from the
number. This rule also applies when the initial letter of a multicharacter
name is E.
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rINI EX
(by SPASM operators)
Page
Initialization
CALL INIT 39
CALL RDEF 39
Input Output
NAME = LREAD (LABEL, OK) 10
NAME _ LRDTAPE (LABEL, OK, LUN) 10
NAME = LEECODE (LABEL, OK, 4H1 + X$) 10
CALL LPRINT (NAME, IFIGS, NLABEL, LABEL) 10
CALL LWRITE (NAME, IFIGS, NLABEL, LABEL, LUN) 11
CALL LFORT (NAME, IFIGS, NLABEL, LABEL, LUN) 11
CALL LENCODE (NAME, IFIGS, NLABEL, LABEL,
LUN, BUF, I, J, KT) 12
Formal Arithmetic
L = LSUM (L1, L2)
	 [LTSUM] 13 [ 31]
L = LDIFF (L1, L2)
	 [LTDIFF] 14 [ 31]
}	 L = LPROD (L1, L2)
	 [LTPROD]	 14, 18,	 28 [ 32]
L M LQUOT (L1, L2, EXACT) 15
L = LGCD (L1, L2) 15
L = LDERIV (L1, VAR)	 [LTDERIV ] 16 [32] 
L = LINTEG (L1, VAR)
	 [LTINTEG ] 17 [32] 
L= LS'UBST (L1, VAR, L2)
	 [LTSUBST ] 21 [ 33]
L = LJGL (L1, LCOF, LARG, C2, C3, A2, A3) 33
L = LJGLS (LI, LCOF, LARG, C2, C3, A2, A3) 33
5
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1
rManipulating Expressions
L = LCOEF (L1, VAR, EXP)
L = LEXPAND (L1)
L _ LBRAC (L1)
L = LSTCPY (Ll )
Changing Expression Types
X = EVAL (L1, VARS, FUNCS, OK)
L = LCONS (N, D)
L = LMAK TS (L 1)
L = LRATIO (L 1)
L = LTSTE (L1)
Analyzing Expressions
V = EXPH (L, VAR)
V = EXPL (L, VAR)
IF (7TEST (L1)) 1, 2
Storage Management
CALL SAVEN
CALL RESTORN
CALL EMPTYN
CALL ERASE (L)
CALL N (L)
Formatting
X = ATOM (3HVAR)
F = F NAME (3 HSIN)
37
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31
28
33
36
36
35
35
35
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NOTICE
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This series of Special Reports was instituted under the supervision
of Dr. F. L. Whipple, Director of the Astrophysical Observatory of the
Smithsonian Institution, shortly after the launching of the first artificial
earth satellite on October 4, 1957. Contributions come from the Staff
of the Observatory.
First issued to ensure the immediate dissemination of data for satel-
lite tracking, the report o have continued to provide a rapid distribution
of catalogs of satellite observations, orbital information, and prelimi-
nary results of data analyses prior to formal publication in the appro-
priate journals. The Reports are also used extensively for the rapid
publication of preliminary or special results in other fields of astro-
physics.
The Reports are regularly distributed to all institutions partici-
pating in the U. S. space research program and to individual scientists
who request them from the Publications Division, Distribution Section,
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138.
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